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Abstract
Low-temperature thermal energy conversions down to exergy zero to electric
power must contribute energy sustainability. That is to say, reinforcements of
power harvesting technologies from extremely low temperatures less than 373
K might be at least one of minimum roles for the current generations. Then,
piezoelectric power harvesting process for recovering low-temperature heats
was invented by using a unique biphasic operating medium of an underlying
water-insoluble/low-boiling-point medium (i.e. NOVEC manufactured by
3M Japan Ltd.) in small quantity and upper-layered water in large quantity.
The higher piezoelectric power harvesting densities were naturally revealed
with an increase in heating temperatures. Excessive cooling of the operating
medium deteriorated the power harvesting efficiency. The denser operating
medium was surpassingly helpful to the higher piezoelectric power harvesting
density. Concretely, only about 5% density increase of main operating medium (i.e. water with dissolving alum at 0.10 mol/dm3) came to the champion
piezoelectric power harvesting density of 92.6 pW/dm2 in this study, which
was about 1.4 times compared to that with the original biphasic medium of
pure water together with a small quantity of NOVEC.
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1. Introduction
Thermodynamic interests are to approach Carnot efficiencies in any thermal
energy converting processes, thermal energy conversions down to exergy zero
and practical power generators operated under extremely low temperatures, especially less than 373 K. Therefore, we have focused on power generators based on
thermoelectric, liquid turbine and piezoelectric driven by low-temperature heats
below 373 K in the aim of contributing a great deal to energy sustainability [1]
[2] [3] [4]. Among them, the piezoelectric power generation is called as “power
harvesting” since most of the works have been focused on dilute renewable
energies, such as vibrations and fluctuations of forces, hydraulic power, wind
force and raindrop impacts as its recovering source energies [5]-[14]. There is no
investigation to apply piezoelectric elements for recovering low-temperaturewaste-heats so far as the authors know.
As one of reinforcements of power harvesting technologies from lowtemperature-waste-heats, the authors invented a primal piezoelectric power generator (PEG) [4] [15] [16]. Briefly describing, the primal PEG mainly consists
of two airtight vessels connected by a tube through a battery-friendly valve. One
vessel is an evaporator containing a small amount of an operating medium possessing a low-boiling-point less than 373 K, such as pentane, methanol and ethanol. Another vessel having a rectangular parallelepiped shape is a power generator, containing a massive amount of the same operating medium. Piezoelectric
elements exposed to the medium are attached on four side walls of the power
generator. When the valve is opened, the medium vapor with its saturated pressure is transferred from the evaporator soaked into a heating source to a dead
space at a top part of the power generator at an ambient temperature, resulting
to piezoelectric power generation owing to the piezoelectric elements’ bending.
When the valve is closed, the vapor is condensed by releasing its latent heat to
the liquid medium inside the power generator, resulting to liquid pressure decrease, that is to say, piezoelectric power generation, because the elements come
back to their original shapes. Infrequently, a small amount of the liquid medium
is conveyed from the power generator to the evaporator by a pump needing
much less power to work.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the primal PEG together with further requirements and advancements.
As described both in the preceding paragraph and in Table 1, the primal PEG
requires power consuming devices of the electromagnetic valve and diaphragm
micro pump since it is dichotomous system composed of the evaporator and
power generator where the operating medium is traversed. Furthermore, the
operating medium is obliged to be conveyed through intermittent/sequential
operations because of system constraints, which limit a vapor pressure impressing frequency less than 1 Hz, resulting to inefficient performances of the piezoelectric elements attached. Consequently, further requirements and advancements listed up in Table 1 must be needed to upgrade the PEG from lowtemperature-waste-heats up to a practical stage.
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Table 1. Characteristics of primal PEG with further requirements and advancements.
Characteristics of primal PEG

Further requirements and advancements

dichotomous system
(evaporator and power generator)

simplification

utilizations of devices consuming
electricity slightly (electromagnetic
valve and diaphragm micro pump)

no external power consuming devices

low vapor pressure impressing frequency
(< 1 Hz) dominated by mass transfers

further higher force impressing
frequency close to resonant
frequency of piezoelectric element

intermittent/sequential operations

simultaneous operations

In this study, the two airtight vessels composing the primal PEG have been
firstly combined for systematical simplicity and benefit of eliminating all the
power consuming devices. A biphasic medium composed of an underlying water-insoluble/extremely-low-boiling-point medium (i.e. NOVEC manufactured
by 3M Japan Ltd.) in small quantity and upper-layered water in large quantity
has been applied as the operating medium [1] [2] [3]. Simultaneous repetitions
of vaporization and condensation of the NOVEC inside the main medium of
water have been expected to take place, promising a continuous piezoelectric
power generation [17] [18]. Moreover, the force impressing frequency is certified to approach to a resonant frequency of the piezoelectric element in MHz
order because boiling phenomena have been reported to occur in a range between 102 and 105 Hz, resulting to high performances of a prototype piezoelectric power harvesting process anticipated [19].
This paper provides experimental evidences of the piezoelectric power harvesting densities from a prototype apparatus under various heating/cooling
temperatures. And, experimental proofs indicating the higher piezoelectric
power harvesting density with a denser main operating medium (i.e. water with
dissolving a metal-salt) are shown. All the data are of course discussed in details,
and future strategies for improving the prototype piezoelectric power harvesting
apparatus are declared throughout this paper [20].

2. Experimental
2.1. Experimental Apparatus
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimentally-manufactured piezoelectric power harvesting apparatus for recovering low-temperature-wasteheats less than 373 K. The prototype apparatus was an airtight rectangular paralleled piped liquid bath, where four lateral sides were made of SUS304, possessing a horizontal cross section with 100 mm on a side and 145 mm in height.
An adiabatic polycarbonate plate, where two cylindrical copper heaters were introduced through, was stuck on the bottom. A SUS304 plate cover with SUS304
bipartite parallel cooling tubes was placed on the top. A discotic piezoelectric
DOI: 10.4236/jpee.2018.611006
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element having 20 mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness, of which the model
number was C-6 merchandised by Fuji Ceramics Corporation and the resonant
frequency was 2 MHz, was attached on the lateral side so as to be exposed to an
operating medium through an organic thin film.

2.2. Experimental Procedures
Firstly, 0.10 dm3 of NOVEC and 1.0 dm3 of water were poured into the liquid
bath. Here, NOVEC manufactured by 3M Japan Ltd. is quite an unparalleled
medium, and its incomparability is pointed out in Table 2 [21] [22].
These distinct properties and characteristics of NOVEC provoke a separated
medium macroscopically when it is intermixed with water, coming coincidentally across a biphasic medium of underlying NOVEC and upper-layered water
while it stands still [1] [2] [3]. Furthermore, this distinguishing NOVEC allows
any constituent materials for appliances since only NOVEC exposes them permanently, resulting that the copper heaters, which is easily decayed in water, can
be utilized.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of piezoelectric power generator
for recovering low-temperature-heats.
Table 2. Properties and characteristics of NOVEC.
NOVEC
specific density [-]

1.41

Water
>

1.0

boiling point [K]

307

<<

373

latent heat of vaporization [kJ·kg−1]

142

<<

2254

specific heat [kJ·kg−1·K−1)]

1.3

<<

4.2

extremely low water solubility (<50 ppm)
extremely low corrosion effect
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Secondly, cooling water at less than the boiling-point of NOVEC was circulated at 10.2 dm3/min through the SUS304 bipartite parallel cooling tubes, where
Reynolds number was about 7500. Thirdly, the cylindrical copper heaters were
heated up to a predetermined heating temperature by means of thermocouples
attached, ribbon heaters and PID controllers.
Generated voltages from the prototype apparatus approached respective
steady values with small fluctuations after individual transition time within 20
min. Consequently, such steady values were logged for more than 60 min by an
oscilloscope (NR-500, KEYENCE Corporation, Japan) with an uptake-rate of 1
MHz. Finally, each mean voltage calculated from the gigantic raw data was converted into the power harvesting density.

2.3. Expected Power Harvesting Steps
One of the most indispensable prerequisites for this piezoelectric power harvesting process is a “dead space” at the top part of the liquid bath as shown in
Figure 1, otherwise no phase changes arise inside the airtight apparatus. Basically, the dead space enables vaporization and condensation of NOVEC, which
make the power harvesting steps denoted in Table 3 expectable [20].
The surfacing vapor bubbles and precipitating droplets of NOVEC definitely
accompany the biphasic medium in their wake fields, inducing vigorous and
fluctuating medium flows. Naturally, all steps described in Table 3 should be
simultaneously enacted. All potential phenomena and their induced events may
act synergistically in enlarging the confrontive piezoelectric power harvesting
sources of static/kinetic pressure fluctuations and momentum fluxes of water,
NOVEC and the NOVEC/water biphasic medium.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Visual Observations and Preliminary Demonstrations
Before going to precise discussions with experimental data under various heating
Table 3. Expected power harvesting steps.
Step

Phenomena

Induced events

Confrontive power
sources

1.

low-temperature-heat transfer
to underlying NOVEC

NOVEC vaporization
(pressurization)

static pressure
fluctuations

2.

surfacing NOVEC vapor bubbles
through underlying NOVEC
and upper-layered water

vigorous/fluctuating flows
of water and NOVEC

3.

heat exchange
between NOVEC vapor and water

4.

precipitating NOVEC droplets
through water layer
to underlying NOVEC

5.

DOI: 10.4236/jpee.2018.611006

momentum flux
kinetic pressure
fluctuations
static pressure
fluctuations

NOVEC condensation
(depressurization)

momentum flux
kinetic pressure
fluctuations

entropy discharge outside
by heat exchange between water and coolant
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and cooling temperatures, it can be clearly declared that all the anticipated phenomena and their induced events described in Table 3 can be confirmed by visual observations with the prototype apparatus excluding the copper cover. Similar appearances inside the prototype apparatus and metallic luster of the copper
heaters are preserved for more than 300 min. The piezoelectric power driven by
low-temperature-heats can be universally generated from the prototype apparatus in a great reproducible fashion, irrespective of any operable parameters.
Hence, all the phenomena and events, which are directly observed without the
opaque copper cover, must come off inside the original apparatus with the cover
as well. No leakage of the NOVEC/water biphasic medium from the prototype
apparatus and no damage of the piezoelectric element are also ascertained over a
prolonged period.

3.2. Effect of Heating Temperature on Power Harvesting Density
Figure 2 shows power harvesting densities with various heating temperatures
less than 373 K under a constant cooling temperature of 293 K. It is seen that the
piezoelectric power can be generated even under a quite low heating temperature of 303 K (i.e. less than the NOVEC boiling-point of 307 K), but that value is
negligibly small because of slight convective motions of water and NOVEC. As
logical consequences from thermodynamic principles as mentioned predictively
in Section 2.3., the higher power harvesting densities come out with the higher
heating temperatures above 307 K of the NOVEC boiling-point. Quantitatively,
the piezoelectric power harvesting density of 67.3 pW/dm2 appears with the
highest heating temperature of 353 K in this study.
Needless to state, further elevations of the power harvesting densities can
bring to fruition with further increments of the heating temperature. However,
exceeding NOVEC vaporizations due to further increasing the heating temperatures might cause exposures of the copper heaters to water as well as extreme
pressurization inside the prototype apparatus, yielding some inconveniences
such as decay of the heaters, medium breakage and breakage failures of the apparatus. In order to restrain such drawbacks, rise of the NOVEC depth, cooling
capacity improvements and structural alterations as switching the apparatus
from the current airtight to an open system are considered beneficial.
Here, NOVEC ratio in the biphasic medium can be scarcely raised widely
since NOVEC is too expensive about $100 /kg. Ideas to reduce the NOVEC ratio
with rising its depth are eclectic such as applying a taper-shape bottom and
placing some fillings at the bottom like copper wools [1] [3].
If the open system is adopted, no NOVEC transpirations outside the system
must be at least certified for the continual piezoelectric power generation with a
great cost performance. Thus, the sufficient cooling capacity must be required
for assured condensations of NOVEC vapors inside the system. Then, the effect
of cooling temperature on the piezoelectric power harvesting densities is going
to be discussed in the next section.
DOI: 10.4236/jpee.2018.611006
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Figure 2. Power harvesting densities with
various heating temperatures.

3.3. Effect of Cooling Temperature on Power Harvesting Density
Figure 3 shows power harvesting densities with various cooling temperatures
under a constant heating temperature of 353 K. Rightfully, the cooling temperature has been adjusted up to the NOVEC boiling-point of 307 K so as that
NOVEC vapor can be condensed inside the prototype apparatus for its
long-lasting stable operation.
It can be seen that the piezoelectric power harvesting density is proportionally
increased with an increase in the cooling temperature. This is attributed that
misspent input heats consumed away as sensible heats of NOVEC up to its boiling-point of 307 K are inversely proportional to the cooling temperatures.
Hence, the optimal cooling temperature is conclusively a little less than the
NOVEC boiling-point for the current airtight apparatus.
In order to achieve assured condensations of NOVEC vapors even when the
system was open to ambient as stated in the last paragraph of the foregoing section under the higher cooling temperature close to the NOVEC boiling-point,
structural alterations and/or supplementary items such as a cooling area enlargement [23], a turbulence eddy accelerator installation [24] and powders entrainment [25] [26] are considered fruitful.
Above-mentioned alterations and/or items in orderly fashions can contribute
to improvement of the piezoelectric power harvesting density as well. As be easily conceived from Table 3, a denser operating medium also has so much potential to improve the power harvesting density, then two kinds of biphasic media
composed of underlying NOVEC and upper-layered metal-salt aqueous solutions (i.e. denser main medium towards pure water) are tested and discussed in
the following two sections.

3.4. Power Harvesting with NOVEC/Sodium-Chloride-Solution
Biphasic Medium
Figure 4 shows a time trend of power harvesting density with a biphasic meDOI: 10.4236/jpee.2018.611006
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dium of NOVEC and 0.10 mol/dm3-NaCl-aqueous-solution under constant
heating and cooling temperatures of 353 and 293 K, respectively. The power
harvesting density increases monotonically during the early stage on an equality
with the NOVEC/water biphasic medium case, whereas it never approaches a
constant value, by contrast, shifts to decrease rapidly down to almost nothing.
Accurately representing, only about 1.8 pW/dm2, which is tantamount to the
case with slight convective motions with the original NOVEC/water biphasic
medium under constant heating and cooling temperatures of 303 and 293 K
shown in Figure 2, is generated.

Figure 3. Power harvesting densities with various
cooling temperatures.

Figure 4. Time trend of pwer harvesting density with
NOVEC/NaCl-aquious-solution.
DOI: 10.4236/jpee.2018.611006
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By means of visual observations before and after the experiment, the initial
colorless NaCl-aqueous-solution turns to be tinged with a greenish coloration,
denoting that the copper heaters sometimes exposes to the NaCl-aqueous-solution
due to lowering the NOVEC depth for its vaporization and concomitant turbulent boundaries between NOVEC and the solution, and then the copper heaters
must be dissolved. Therefore, morphological characteristics of micro-cavities on
the heater surfaces, which govern nucleate boeing behaviors as well as nucleations of NOVEC vapor bubbles, are considered to suffer lethal influences [27]
[28]. So as to certify the correlations between the micro-cavities and power harvesting densities, experiments have been done with the original NOVEC/water
biphasic medium under various surface roughnesses of the copper heaters by
changing the number of times for scratching them with 60 mesh sandpaper. [1]
Figure 5 shows power harvesting densities with various surface roughnesses of
the copper heaters, superimposing all data plotted in Figure 4. Regardless of complete discrepancies in operating parameters, utilized medium, time span and so on,
a good analogy can be obtained between solid and hollow circle keys in Figure 5.
Accordingly, it is probably guaranteed that chlorine ions in NaCl-aqueous-solution
dig the micro-cavities on the copper heater surfaces, providing an inverted
V-shaped power harvesting density with time as shown in Figure 4 over Figure
5. Videlicet, Figure 4 and Figure 5 tell a great deal of remaining potentials in
further improvement of the power harvesting density by adjusting the micro-cavity characteristics on the copper heater surface such as number density
and aperture radii suited for the piezoelectric power generator. The optimal
cavities to induce desirable nucleate boiling behaviors must be designed by
numerical simulations and referring the literatures [17] [18] [27] [28] [29]
[30].

Figure 5. Power harvesting densities with various heater
surface roughnesses (data in Figure 4 superimposed).
DOI: 10.4236/jpee.2018.611006
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In order to prevent such chemical erosions of the copper heaters to disturb
power harvesting density, NOVEC increment and silver heaters possessing anti-corrodibility and the champion thermal conductivity as well are promising alterations. Taking cost performance into consideration, the optimal cavities creations on copper heater and other metal-salt dissolved to water can be promising,
reaching to alum (aluminum potassium sulfate) solution discussed in the next
section.

3.5. Power Harvesting with NOVEC/Alum-Solution Biphasic
Medium
Figure 6 shows power harvesting densities with a biphasic medium of NOVEC
and alum-aqueous-solution having different alum concentrations under constant heating and cooling temperatures of 353 and 293 K, respectively. In the
same manner as the NOVEC/water biphasic medium cases, the power harvesting densities with the NOVEC/alum-aqueous-solution approach respective constant values, contrasting to the case with the NOVEC/NaCl-aqueous-solution
shown in Figure 4 over Figure 5.
The increasing piezoelectric power harvesting densities directly proportionate
to the alum concentrations emerge. Concretely, the champion power harvesting
density of 92.6 pW/dm2, which is about 1.4 times compared to that with the
original NOVEC/water biphasic medium, can be procured by using only 5%
denser main operating medium, dissolving alum to water at 0.10 mol/dm3. This
promotion surpasses an anticipated range presumed from the confrontive piezoelectric power harvesting sources of momentum flux and kinetic pressure
fluctuations denoted in Table 3. As stated in Chapter 1., approximation of the
force impressing frequency to the resonant frequency of the piezoelectric element is favorable for the high performance of the piezoelectric power generation

Figure 6. Power harvesting densities with various alum
concentrations.
DOI: 10.4236/jpee.2018.611006
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(i.e. energy harvesting). Accordingly, boiling frequency of NOVEC is considered
to increase asymptotically to suit for the prototype piezoelectric power harvesting apparatus owing to chemical and physical properties of the alumaqueous-solution.Thus, enormous fundamental experiments with various metal-salts and its concentrations, statistical approaches and numerical simulations
must lead this process to assured practical level [27]-[33].

4. Conclusions
In order to reinforce energy recovering technologies from extremely low temperatures less than 373 K, piezoelectric power harvesting process was invented
by using unique biphasic operating media of NOVEC/water and/or NOVEC/
alum-aqueous-solution.
The higher power harvesting densities were naturally revealed with increasing
heating temperatures. The higher alum concentration in the alum-aqueous-solution
was surpassingly helpful for the higher piezoelectric power harvesting density in
the case of the NOVEC/alum-aqueous-solution biphasic medium.
Qualitatively, the champion power harvesting density of 92.6 pW/dm2, which
was about 1.4 times compared to that obtained with the NOVEC/water biphasic
medium, could be obtained by using the NOVEC/alum-aqueous-solution (0.10
mol/dm3) biphasic medium, possessing only 5% denser main operating medium.
Further improvements of the piezoelectric power harvesting density could be
promising, highlighting their future strategies throughout this paper.
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